Pictionary (Alternative: See No Evil, Hear No Evil, Speak No Evil)

Credits: Robert Stenberg, UNC/VCU/CCAG EM Residencies, FOAMed

Equipment:

- One Proctor (must be quite savvy)
- 1 Machine, gel, towels
- Chalk Board OR White board OR Tablet + respective writing utensil
- All of the drawing items below on individual cards, with a means of distinguishing the two (standard/expert)
  - Example: Index card, cut in half, use two different colored markers/highlighters for standard/expert, make two piles
- Scoring sheet + writing utensil

Rules:

- One drawer, one guesser, one scanner. Rotate each time.
  - ALTERNATIVE: Don’t switch
- Go until time is up
- Drawer (Speak No Evil):
  - Select difficulty, grab random card, draw until your team guesses the item
  - May NOT talk or do charades
    - If you do, automatically SKIP
    - ALTERNATIVE: Tape across mouth
- SKIP: Skip is activated when team decides to skip, or someone breaks rules.
  - If someone cheats then it is guessed, they will not get points for guessing but can get points for scanning if they want to attempt
  - If electively skipped, may come back to it later, but only by the person that had picked it up prior may attempt drawing it again
  - To trigger next card after a skip, drawer/team must do 5 burpees (or whatever other exercise)
- Guesser (Hear No Evil):
  - Guess as much as you want
  - May assist scanner and help with machine (freezing/depth/gain)
  - Can NOT touch the probe
  - ALTERNATIVE: Ear plugs/Noise cancelling device
  - ALTERNATIVE: Allow whole team to guess (what we often do)
- Scanner (See No Evil):
  - Scan. Team claims when it is on screen, and then proctor states yes or no and may say why not
    - ALTERNATIVE: Have screen faced AWAY from scanner and team needs to guide
    - ALTERNATIVE: BLINDFOLDED scanner
- Points:
  - Standard
    - 1 points for guessing correctly
    - 2 points image acquisition
  - Expert
    - 2 points guessing correctly
    - 4 points image acquisition
Standard:

- Glenohumeral joint
- IVC Short Axis
- Posterior tibialis Artery
- Dorsalis Pedis Artery
- Subclavian vein
- Wrist Joint space
- Elbow Joint space
- Tibiotalar joint space
- Suprapatellar joint space
- Cartilage
- Optic Nerve
- Splenic vein
- Temporal artery
- Biceps tendon
- 1st MTP joint
- Tracheal ring
- Salivary gland
- SMA

Difficult

- Esophagus
- Transcranial Doppler
- Mitral valve M-Mode
- Apical Two chamber
- Mercedes Benz Sign
- Radial Nerve
- Median Nerve
- Interscalene brachial plexus
- Superficial cervical plexus
- Tonsil (telescopic submandibular view)
- Infraspinatus
- Supraspinatus
- Scaphoid
- Pants leg view (Aorta)
- Cricothyroid membrane
- Pulmonary Outflow Tract